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THE PARSHALL FLUME TYPE OF ARTIFICIAL CONTROL. 

At many river measurement stations artificial controls are 
necessary in order to stabilize the stage-discharge relation. (See 
"Equipment for river measurements.--Structures for artificial con
troIs. II Washi 1lgton, 1933.) 

One of the essential requirements in designing an artificial 
control is to obtain a structure that will retain its effect! veness 
under all con(U tions and continue to function in the manner for 
which it was designed. If the stage-disch~ge relation is not sta
bilized by the construction of the artificial control, and if the 
rating curve continues to shift, then the. purpose for which the 
control was constructed has not been fully accomplished. 

In many streams large quantities of silt, sand and gravel are 
moved along the bed, the finer particles sometimes being carried in 
suspension I;lt high velocities. As the stage falls and the velocity 
decreases, a considerable amount of silt, sand and gravel may be 
deposited. Small streams having steep gradients ordinarily are more 
subject to deposits of sand and gravel than are iarge streams of " 

C flat slope, although any stream that has a shifting bed or that 
carries a large silt load may be similarly affected by silt deposits. 

A change in the hydraulic condi tions such as the constructi on of 
an artificial control which increases the depth of water and thereby 
reduces the velocity ~~ be expected to produce a change in the stream 
bed. If the stream does not carry any considerable amount of silt or 
bed load, the bed may "become stabilized under the new conditions and 
the control continue to function satisfactorily. On the other hand, 
if the bed load and silt movement are large, there may be continual 
changes in the section back of the control, so that, for the same 
stage, the slope of water surface and the velocity of approach imme
diately above the control may vary from time to time with resulting 
changes in the stage-discharge relation. 

Various expedients ha,ve been used in the designs of arttficial 
controls for the purpose of obtaining controls t~~t will not be af
fected by silt and bed load depOSits. The San Francisco district 
uses a dO$iE;n in which the profile of the control follows the shape 
of the strea~ bed at a height little if any above the natural surface 
of the ground. (See "EqUipment for river measurements--Structures 

,for artificial controls," page 13 and Plate 2.) Another design used 
to some extent in Oalifornia and in the Honolulu district consists 
of a scour dam -built a short distance upstream from the control. 
(See "structures for artificial controls," pp. 14-15, 18-19, and 
Plate 3.) These methods appear to give satisfactory results where 
there is sufficient fall to permit their use and where there are no 
complications caused Cy flat slopes or changes in stream bed down
stream from the structure. 
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The Parshall flume has peen used to some extent in the Honolulu 
district on small streams that at times carry bed loads of gravel, 
boulders and debris. After experience with various types of artifi
cial controls, the Honolulu district office expresses the 'pinion 
that IlIn general on small flashy streams in Hawaii the Parshall 
flUme is considered the most satisfactory artificial control where 
size of stream and costs are not prohibitive." (See "Structures 
for artifi cial controln, II" page 19 and Plate 17.) 

The Parshall flume as used in ditches and canals is usually of 
timber construction and designed to carry a certain maximum discharge 
(See liThe Improved venturi Flume" by R. L. Parshall, Trans • .Am. Soc. 
C. E., 1926, Vol. 89, p. 841, also :Bulletin 336, the Colorado .Agricul~ 
tu.ral EXperiment Station, Fort Collins, Col., March, 1928 t and U. a. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Farmer's :SUll~tin No. 1683, January, 1932.) 
When built in accordance with standard designs the accuracy of the 
parshall flume as a measuring device is believed to be within 5 per 
cent. 

The peculiar advantages of the Parshall flume for use as an arti
ficial control are that it is self cleaning and will pass large quanti
ties of silt' and debris, also that it is effective for use in measuring 
the discharge, or ~s an artificial control, when subjected to a rela
tively high degree of .submergence and a rather wide range of backwater 
conditions downstream from the st3Ucture. 

Parshall flumes are of various sizes and capacities, and may be 
designed to function effectively as artificial controls where the 
ratio between extremes in discharge is as much as 100 to 1, although 
the range in discharge under which the ~lume would be used as a meas
uring device in ditches or canals ordinarily might not exceed a ratio 
of about 50 to 1.' . 

The.ratio of the extremes in discharge for a natural stream on 
which an artificiai control would be built might be as much as 1,000 
to 1, therefore it is evident that the Parshall' flume ordinarily would 
be effective for only a part of the entire range in discharge, and 
additional spillway capacity is required for the higher discharges. 

When used in connection with an overflow section of artificial 
control which is intended to be permanent, the Parshall flume should 
be built of concrete as an integral part of the control structUre. 
The records of stage should be obtained in the usual manner 1:>Y a . 
water st8€e recorder suitably located a short distance upstream from 
the cont~l. FOr this type of structure, and in order that there 
may be no deposit of silt and debris between the gage and. the con
trol, the intake to the gage well should be not more than 10 orl5 
feet upstream from the intersection of the spillway with the river 
batik, the line of the spillway being at a 45 degree angle with the 
direction of flow. 

Discharge measurements should be obtained for the entire range 
of stage, although provision for staff gages on the side wall and 
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throat of the flume may be made in the design so that the theoretical 
discharge may be computed and compared with the discharge as measured 
by current meter. Small stilling wells may be built into the concrete 
wall for convenience i.n obtaining the readings. and to increase their 
accuracy. 

The overflow section or sections should be so designed that there 
will be no deposit of silt or debris in the pool back of the spillway. 
In other words, the entire structure should be self cleaning. It is 
believed that thi s may be accoIn9lished by extending the spillway sec
tions upstream at 45 degree ant,les from the side ;v:alls of the flume. 
and by designing the spillways as shown in the drawing •. 

The cost of the Parshall flume with the spillways built at 45 de
gree angles will, of course, be considerably greater than the cost of 
other and simpler types of artificial controls. Consequently the con
struction of this type of control might be warranted only where the 
character of the stream and the condition at the site are such that a 
Simpler type of structure would not prove satisfactory in operation 
because of changes in the stage-discharge relation. 

The attached drawing shows the design for a Parshall flume type of 
artificial control having a flum.e capacity of about 48 c. f. s. before 
overflow of the spillway sections. For discharges greater than 48 c.f.s. t 

the control will consist of the combination of the flume and spillways. 

The minimum discharge for which this size of flume might be expect
ed to function satisfactorily is about 1.3 c.f.s. for a depth of 0.2 
foot at head gage A. If the minimum discharge is likely to be less than 
1.3 c.f.s. it might be desirable to use a smaller size flume or to use a 
combination of two flumes of different sizes as shown in "Equipment for 
river measurements.--structures for artificial controls,lI Plate 17. 

In order to obtain standard dimensions for Parshall flumes of vari
ous sizes, and to decide upon the size of flume to be used, reference 
should be made to U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Farmer's Bulletin 1To. 1683 
mentioned above. 

The deSign of any artificial control structure, especially the de,
sign for a Parshall flume type of control, should be made to satisfy the 
conditions at the particular site where the control is to be built, and 
it is not considered advisable to attempt to standardize the deSigns, 
exce':)t as to general principles. The width of the stream and its up
stream and downstream profiles, the nature of the bed 2.nd the flow char
acteristics, espeCially for maximum and minimum stases, shou1d be con
sidered before deciding uuon the width and elevation of' tIle flume or 
the elevation and profile of the spillway crest. 

The cost of a Parshall flume type of control will, of course, vary 
with the size of the flume, the length and height of the spillway sec
tions, the amow'lt of coffer dam work required, and the difficulties en
countered in the construction. For a river 100 feet wide, using a 4-foot 
Parshall flume with side wa:ns 2 feet high and spillway sections as shown 
in the attached drawing, about 70 cubic yards of concrete will be re
quired. 
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